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Abstract. The recent quest for tractable logic-based languages arising

from the eld of bio-medical ontologies has raised a lot of attention on
lightweight (i.e. less expressive but tractable) description logics, like EL
and its family. To this extent, automated reasoning techniques in these
logics have been developed for computing not only concept subsumptions, but also to pinpoint the set of axioms causing each subsumption.
In this paper we build on previous work from the literature and we propose and investigate a simple and novel approach for axiom pinpointing
for the logic EL+ . The idea is to encode the classication of an ontology
into a Horn propositional formula, and to exploit the power of Boolean
Constraint Propagation and Conict Analysis from modern SAT solvers
to compute concept subsumptions and to perform axiom pinpointing. A
preliminary empirical evaluation comrms the potential of the approach.

Note: a short version of this paper is currently under submission at CADE-22.

1 Motivations and goals
In contrast to the trend of the last two decades [3], in which the research in
description logic has focused on investigating increasingly expressive logics, the
recent quest for tractable logic-based languages arising from the eld of biomedical ontologies has raised a lot of attention on lightweight (i.e. less expressive
but tractable) description logics, like EL and its family [1,4,6,16,20,2]. In particular, the logic EL+ [4,6,7] extends EL and is of particular relevance due to
its algorithmic properties and due to its capability of expressing several important and widely-used bio-medical ontologies, such as Snomed-CT [31,30,32],
NCI [29], GeneOntology [9] and the majority of Galen [21]. In fact in
EL+ not only standard logic problems such as concept subsumption (e.g., is
Amputation-of-Finger a subconcept of Amputation-of-Arm in the ontology
Snomed-CT? [7]), but also more sophisticated logic problems such as axiom
pinpointing (e.g., which minimal sets of axioms in Snomed-CT are responsible
?
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of the fact that Amputation-of-Finger is a subconcept of Amputation-of-Arm?
[7]) are tractable. Importantly, the problem of axiom pinpointing in EL+ is of
great interest for debugging complex bio-medical ontologies (see, e.g., [7]). To
this extent, the problems of concept subsumption and axiom pinpointing in EL+
have been thoroughly investigated, and ecient algorithm for these two functionalities have been implemented and tested with success on large ontologies,
including Snomed-CT (see e.g. [4,6,7]).
The description logic community have spent a considerable eort in the attempt of extending EL as much as possible, dening a maximal subset of logical
constructors expressive enough to cover the needs of the practical applications
above mentioned, but whose standard and even non-standard inference problems
remain tractable. Beside the logic EL+ [4], on which we focus in this work, many
other extension of EL have been studied [1,2].
In this paper we build on previous work from the literature of EL+ reasoning [4,6,7] and of SAT/SMT [19,33,12,17,23], and we propose a simple and
novel approach for (concept subsumption and) axiom pinpointing in EL+ (and
hence in its sub-logics EL and ELH). In a nutshell, the idea is to generate
polynomial-size Horn propositional formulas representing part or all the deduction steps performed by the classication algorithms of [4,6], and to manipulate them by exploiting the functionalities of modern conict-driven SAT/SMT
solvers like Boolean Contraint Propagation (BCP) [19], conict analysis under
assumptions [19,12], and all-SMT [17]. In particular, we show that from an ontology T it is possible to generate in polynomial time Horn propositional formulas
φT , φone
and φall
T
T (po) of increasing size s.t., for every pair of primitive concepts
Ci , D i :
(i) concept subsumption is performed by one run of BCP on φT or φone
T ;
(ii) one (non-minimal) set of axioms responsible for the derivation of Ci vT Di
(nMinA) is computed by one run of BCP and conict analysis on φone
or φall
T
T (po) ;
(iii) one minimal such set (MinA) is computed by iterating process (ii) on φall
T (po)
for an amount of times up-to-linear in the size of the rst nMinA found;
(iv) the same task of (iii) can also be computed by iteratively applying process (ii)
one
one
on an up-to-linear sequence of increasingly-smaller formulas φone
T ,φS1 ,...φSk ;
(v) all MinAs can be enumerated by means of AllSMT techniques on φall
T (po) ,
using step (iii) as a subroutine.
It is worth noticing that (i) and (ii) are instantaneous even with huge φT , φone
T
all
and φall
T (po) , and that (v) requires building a polynomial-size formula φT (po) , in
contrast to the exponential-size formula required by the AllMinA process of [6].
We have implemented a prototype tool and performed a preliminary empirical
evaluation on the available ontologies, whose results conrm the potential of our
novel approach.

Content. In 2 we provide the necessary background on EL+ reasoning and

on conict-driven SAT solving; in 3 we present our SAT-based procedures for
concept subsumption, one-MinA extraction and All-MinA enumeration; in 4 we
discuss our techniques and compare them with those in [6]; in 5 we present our

preliminary empirical evaluation, in 6 we draw some conclusions and outline
directions for future research.

2 Background
2.1 Classication, Subsumption and Axiom Pinpointing in EL+
We overview the main approaches for classication, concept subsumption and
axiom pinpointing in EL+ .

The Logic EL+ . The description logic EL+ belongs to the EL family, a group

of lightweight description logics which allow for conjunctions, existential restrictions and support TBox of GCIs (general concept inclusions) [4]; EL+ extends
EL adding complex role inclusion axioms. In more details, the concept descriptions in EL+ are inductively dened through the constructors listed in the upper
half of Table 1, starting from a set of primitive concepts and a set of primitive
roles. (We use the uppercase letters X , Xi , Y , Yi , to denote generic concepts,
the uppercase letters C , Ci , D, Di , E , Ei to denote concept names and the
lowercase letters r, ri . s to denote role names.) An EL+ TBox (or ontology ) is
a nite set of general concept inclusion (GCI) and role inclusion (RI) axioms as
dened in the lower half of Table 1. Given a TBox T , we denote with PCT the
set of the primitive concepts for T , i.e. the smallest set of concepts containing:
(i) the top concept >; (ii) all concept names used in T . We denote with PRT
the set of the primitive roles for T , i.e. the set of all the role names used in T .
We use the expression X ≡ Y as an abbreviation of the two GCIs X v Y and
Y v X.
The semantics of EL+ is dened in terms of interpretations. An interpretation
I is a couple I = (∆I , ·I ), where ∆I is the domain, i.e. a non-empty set of
individuals, and ·I is the interpretation function which maps each concept name
C to a set C I ⊆ ∆I and maps each role name r to a binary relation rI ⊆
∆I × ∆I . In the right-most column of Table 1 the inductive extensions of ·I to
arbitrary concept descriptions are dened. An interpretation I is a model of a
given TBox T if and only if the conditions in the Semantics column of Table 1
are respected for every GCI and RI axiom in T . A TBox T ' is a conservative
extension of the TBox T if every model of T ' is also a model of T , and every
model of T can be extended to a model of T ' by appropriately dening the
interpretations of the additional concept and role names.
Given the concepts X and Y , Y subsumes X w.r.t. the TBox T , written X vT
Y (or simply X v Y when it is clear to which TBox we refer to), i X I ⊆ Y I
for every model I of T . The computation of all subsumption relations between
concept names occurring in T is called classication of T . Concept subsumption
in EL+ can be solved in polynomial time. The problem of classifying an EL+
TBox is also polynomial, since it is a subcase of the polynomial-time algorithm
for concept subsumption in which all the possible concept subsumptions in the
TBox are deduced before the one the algorithm is looking for.

top
conjunction
existential restriction

Syntax

Semantics

>
X uY
∃r.X

∆I
XI ∩ Y I
{x ∈ ∆I | ∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI ∧ y ∈ X I }

general concept inclusion X v Y
XI ⊆ Y I
role inclusion
r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn v s r1I ◦ · · · ◦ rkI ⊆ sI
Table 1. Syntax and semantics of EL+ .
Subsumption assertions (. . . ∈ A)
TBox's axioms (. . . ∈ T ) ... added to A
X v C1 , X v C2 , ... X v Ck
k≥1
C1 u · · · u Ck v D
XvD
XvC
C v ∃r.D
X v ∃r.D
X v ∃r.E , E v C
∃r.C v D
XvD
X v ∃r.D
rvs
X v ∃s.D
X v ∃r1 .E1 , ..., En−1 v ∃rn .D
n≥1
r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn v s
X v ∃s.D
Table 2. Completion rules of the concept subsumption algorithm for EL+ . A rule reads
as follows: if the assertions/axioms in the left column belong to A and the GCI/RI of
the central column belongs to T , then the assertion of the right column is added to A.

Normalization. In EL+ it is convenient to establish and work with a normal

form of the input problem, which helps to make explanations, proofs, reasoning
rules and algorithms simpler and more general. Usually the following normal
form for the EL+ TBoxes is considered [1,4,5,6]:
(C1 u ... u Ck ) v D
C v ∃r.D
∃r.C v D
r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn v s

k≥1

(1)
(2)
(3)

n≥1

(4)

s.t. C1 , ..., Ck , D ∈ PCT and r1 , ..., rn , s ∈ PRT . A TBox T can be turned into a
normalized TBox T ' that is a conservative extension of T [1], by introducing new
concept names. In a nutshell, normalization consists in substituting all instances
of complex concepts in the forms ∃r.C and C1 u ... uCk with fresh concept names
(namely, C 0 and C 00 ), and adding the axioms C 0 v ∃r.C [resp. ∃r. v C 0 ] and
C 00 v C1 , ..., C 00 v Ck [resp. (C1 u ... u Ck ) v C 00 ] for every substitution in the
right [resp. left] part of an axiom. This transformation can be done in linear
time and the size of T ' is linear w.r.t. that of T [1]. We call normal concept of
a normal TBox T ' every non-conjunctive concept description occurring in the
concept inclusions T '; we call NCT 0 the set of all the normal concepts of T '. (I.e.,
the set NCT 0 consists in all the concepts of the form C or ∃r.C , with C ∈ PCT 0
and r ∈ PRT 0 .)

Concept subsumption in EL+ . Given a normalized TBox T over the set
of primitive concepts PCT and the set of primitive roles PRT , the subsumption

algorithms for EL+ [1,6] generates and extends a set A of assertions through the
completion rules dened in Table 2. The resulting set A of assertions contains
all the known or deduced subsumption relations between normal concepts of the
TBox T . The algorithm starts with the initial set A = {ai ∈ T | ai is a GCI} ∪
{C v C|C ∈ PCT }∪{C v >|C ∈ PCT } and extends A using the rules of Table 2
until no more assertions can be added. A rule is applied only if it extends A, i.e.
if the assertion in the right column of Table 2 is not already contained in A.
In [1] the soundness and completeness of the algorithm are proved, together
with the fact that the algorithm terminates after polynomially-many rule applications, each of which can be performed in polynomial time. Intuitively, since
the number of concept and role names is linear in the size of the input TBox,
the algorithm cannot add to A more than the cardinality of PCT × PCT × PRT
assertions. Thus, since no rule removes assertions from A, the algorithm stops
after at most a polynomial number of rule applications. Moreover, it is easy to
device that every rule application can be performed in polynomial time.
Once a complete classication of the normalized TBox is computed and stored
in some ad-hoc data structure, if C, D ∈ PCT , then C vT D i the pair C, D
can be retrieved from the latter structure. The problem of computing C vT D
s.t. C, D 6∈ PCT can be reduced to that of computing C 0 vT ∪{C 0 vC,DvD0 } D0 ,
s.t. C 0 and D0 are two novel concept names.

Axiom Pinpointing in EL+ . We consider Ci , Di ∈ PCT s.t. Ci vT Di . We

call S s.t. S ⊆ T a (possibly non-minimal) axiom set for T wrt. Ci v Di , written
nMinA, if Ci vS Di ; we call an nMinA S a minimal axiom set for Ci v Di ,
written MinA, if Ci 6vS 0 Di for every S 0 s.t. S 0 ⊆ S .
Baader et al. [6] proposed a technique for computing all MinAs for T wrt.
Ci vT Di , which is based on building from a classication of T a pinpointing
formula (namely ΦCi vT Di ), which is a monotone propositional formula on the
def
set of propositional variables PT = {s[axj ] |axj ∈ T } s.t., for every O ⊆ T , O
is a MinA wrt. Ci vT Di i {s[ai ] |ai ∈ O} is a minimal valuation of ΦCi vT Di .
Thus, an algorithm consists on (i) building ΦCi vT Di and (ii) computing all minimal valuations of ΦCi vT Di . According to [6], however, this algorithm has serious
limitations in terms of complexity: rst, the algorithm for generating ΦCi vT Di
requires intermediate logical checks, each of them involving the solution of an
NP-complete problem; second, the size of ΦCi vT Di can be exponential wrt. that
of T . More generally, [6] proved also that there is no output-polynomial algorithm for computing all MinAs (unless P=NP). (To the best of our knowledge,
there is no publicly-available implementation of the AllMinA algorithm above.)
Consequently, [6] concentrated the eort on nding polynomial algorithms for
nding one MinA at a time, proposing a linear-search minimization algorithm
which allowed for nding MinAs for full-Galen eciently. This technique was
further improved in [7] by means of a binary-search minimization algorithm, and
by a novel algorithm exploiting the notion of reachability-modules, which allowed
to nd eciently MinAs for the much bigger Snomed-CT'09 ontology. We refer
the readers to [6,7] for a detailed description.

2.2 Basics on Conict-Driven SAT Solving
For the best comprehension of the content of 3, we recall some notions on SAT
and on conict-driven SAT solving. For a much deeper description, we refer the
reader to the literature (e.g., [34,12,18]).

Basics on SAT and notation. We assume the standard syntactic and semantic

notions of propositional logic. Given a non-empty set of primitive propositions
P = {p1 , p2 , . . .}, the language of propositional logic is the least set of formulas
containing P and the primitive constants > and ⊥ (true and false) and closed
under the set of standard propositional connectives {¬, ∧, ∨, →, ↔}. We call a
propositional atom every primitive proposition in P , and a propositional literal
every propositional atom (positive literal) or its negation (negative literal). We
implicitly remove double negations: e.g., if l is the negative literal ¬pi , by ¬l we
mean piVrather than ¬¬pi . We represent a truth assignment µ as a conjunction of
literals i li (or indierently as a set of literals {li }i ) with the intended meaning
that a positive [resp. negative] literal pi means that pi is assigned to true [resp.
false].
A propositional formula is in conjunctive
form, CNF, if it is written
V normal
W
l
.
Each
disjunction of literals
as
a
conjunction
of
disjunctions
of
literals:
ij
i j
W
l
is
called
a
clause
.
Notationally,
we
often
write
clauses
as implications:
ij
j
V
W
W
W
V
l
;
also,
if
η
is
a
conjunction
of literals i li ,
∨
 ( i li ) → ( j lj ) for  j ¬l
j
i
j
W
we write ¬η for the clause i ¬li , and vice versa. A unit clause is a clause with
only one literal. A Horn clause is a clause containing at most one positive literal,
and a Horn formula is a conjunction of Horn clauses. Notice that Horn clauses
are either unary positive clauses, or they contain at least one negative literals.
The problem of detecting the satisability of a propositional CNF formula,
also referred as the SAT problem, is NP-complete. A SAT solver is a tool able to
solve the SAT problem. The problem of detecting the satisability of a propositional Horn formula, also referred as the Horn-SAT problem, is polynomial.

Conict-driven SAT solving. Most state-of-the-art SAT procedures are evo-

lutions of the Davis-Putnam-Longeman-Loveland (DPLL) procedure [11,10] and
they are based on the conict-driven paradigm [28,33]. A high-level schema of
a modern conict-driven DPLL engine, adapted from the one presented in [34],
is reported in Figure 1. The propositional formula ϕ is in CNF; the assignment
µ is initially empty, and it is updated in a stack-based manner.
In the main loop, decide_next_branch(ϕ, µ) (row 14.) chooses an unassigned literal l from ϕ according to some heuristic criterion, and adds it to µ.
(This operation is called decision, l is called decision literal end the number of
decision literals in µ after this operation is called the decision level of l.) In
the inner loop, bcp(ϕ, µ) iteratively deduces literals l deriving from the current
assignment and updates ϕ and µ accordingly; this step is repeated until either
µ satises ϕ, or µ falsies ϕ, or no more literals can be deduced, returning sat,
conflict and unknown respectively. In the rst case, DPLL returns sat. In the second case, analyze_conflict(ϕ, µ) detects the subset η of µ which caused the

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

SatValue DPLL (formula ϕ, assignment µ) {
while (1) {
while (1) {
status = bcp(ϕ, µ);
if (status == sat)
return sat;
else if (status == conflict) {
blevel = analyze_conflict(ϕ, µ);
if (blevel == 0) return unsat;
else backtrack(blevel,ϕ, µ);
}
else break;
}
decide_next_branch(ϕ, µ);
}}

Fig. 1. Schema of a conict-driven DPLL SAT solver.

conict (conict set ) and the decision level blevel to backtrack. (This process
is called conict analysis, and is described with more details below.) If blevel
is 0, then a conict exists even without branching, so that DPLL returns unsat.
Otherwise, backtrack(blevel, ϕ, µ) adds the blocking clause ¬η to ϕ (learning )
and backtracks up to blevel (backjumping ), popping out of µ all literals whose
decision level is greater than blevel, and updating ϕ accordingly. In the third
case, DPLL exits the inner loop, looking for the next decision.

bcp is based on Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP), that is, the iterative
application of unit propagation: if a unit clause l occurs in ϕ, then l is added to
µ, all negative occurrences of l are declared false and all clauses with positive
occurrences of l are declared satised. Current SAT solvers include rocket-fast
implementations of bcp based on the two-watched-literal scheme [19]. Notice that
a complete run of bcp requires an amount of steps which is at most linear in the
number of clauses containing the negation of some of the propagated literals.
analyze_conflict works as follows [28,19,33]. Each literal is tagged with
its decision level, that is, the literal corresponding to the nth decision and the
literals derived by unit-propagation after that decision are labeled with n; each
non-decision literal l in µ is also tagged by a link to the clause ψl causing its unitpropagation (called the antecedent clause of l). When a clause ψ is falsied by
the current assignment in which case we say that a conict occurs and ψ is the
conicting clause a conict clause ψ 0 is computed from ψ s.t. ψ 0 contains only
one literal lu which has been assigned at the last decision level. ψ 0 is computed
starting from ψ 0 = ψ by iteratively resolving ψ 0 with the antecedent clause ψl
of some literal l in ψ 0 (typically the last-assigned literal in ψ 0 , see [34]), until
some stop criterion is met. E.g., with the 1st-UIP Scheme it is always picked the
last-assigned literal in ψ 0 , and the process stops as soon as ψ 0 contains only one

literal lu assigned at the last decision level; with the Decision Scheme, ψ 0 must
contain only decision literals, including the last-assigned one.
If ϕ is a Horn formula, then one single run of bcp is sucient to decide the
satisability of ϕ. In fact, if bcp(ϕ, {}) returns conflict, then ϕ is unsatisable;
otherwise ϕ is satisable because, since all unit clauses have been removed from
ϕ, all remaining clauses contain at least one negative literal, so that assigning
all unassigned literals to false satises ϕ.

Conict-driven SAT solving under assumptions. The schema in Figure 1

can be adapted to check also the satisability of a CNF propositional formula
def
ϕ under a set of assumptions L = {l1 , ..., lk }. (From
a purely-logical viewpoint,
V
this corresponds to check the satisability of li ∈L li ∧ ϕ.) This works as follows: l1 , ..., lk are initially assigned to true, they are tagged as decision literals
and added to V
µ, then the decision level is reset to 0 and DPLL enters the external loop. If li ∈L li ∧ ϕ is consistent, then DPLL returns sat; otherwise, DPLL
eventually backtracks up to level 0 and then stops, returning conflict. Importantly, if analyze_conflict uses the Decision
W Scheme mentioned above, then
the nal conict clause will be in the form lk ∈L0 ¬lk s.t. L0 is the (possibly
much smaller) subset of L
V which actually caused the inconsistency revealed by
the SAT solver (i.e., s.t. lk ∈L0 lk ∧ ϕ is inconsistent). In fact, at the very last
branch, analyze_conflict will iteratively resolve the conicting clause with
the antecedent clauses of the unit-propagated literals until only decision literals
are left: since this conict has caused a backtrack up to level 0, these literals are
necessarily all part of L.
This technique is very useful in some situations. First, sometimes one needs
checking the satisability of a (possibly very big) formula ϕ under many dierent
sets
V of assumptions L1 , ..., LN . If this is the case, instead of running DPLL on
li ∈Lj li ∧ ϕ for every Lj  which means parsing the formulas and initializing
DPLL from scratch each time it is sucient to parse ϕ and initialize DPLL only
once, and run the search under the dierent sets of assumptions L1 , ..., LN . This
is particularly important when parsing and initialization times are relevant wrt.
solving times. In particular, if ϕ is a Horn formula, solving ϕ under assumptions
requires only one run of bcp, whose computational cost depends linearly only on
the clauses where the unit-propagated literals occur.
Second, this technique can be used in association with the use of selector
variables: all the clauses ψi of ϕ can be substituted by the corresponding clauses
si → ψi , all si s being fresh variables, which are initially assumed to be true (i.e.,
L = {si |ψWi ∈ ϕ}). If ϕ is unsatisable, then the nal conict clause will be in
the form sk ∈L0 ¬sk , s.t. {ψk |sk ∈ L0 } is the actual subset of clauses which
caused the inconsistency of ϕ. This technique is used to compute unsatisable
cores of CNF propositional formulas [18].

3 Axiom Pinpointing via Horn SAT and Conict Analysis
In this section we present our novel contributions. Since we build on the work
in [6], we follow the same ow of that paper. We assume that T is the result
of a normalization process, as described in 2.1. (We will consider the issue of
normalization at the end of 3.2.)

3.1 Classication and Concept Subsumption via Horn SAT solving
We consider the problem of concept subsumption. We build a Horn propositional
formula φT representing the classication of the input ontology T . A basic encoding works as follows. For every normalized concept X in NCT we introduce
one fresh Boolean variable p[X] . We initially set φT to the empty set of clauses.
We run the classication algorithm of 2.1: for every non-trivial 1 axiom or assertion ai in the form (1)-(3) which is added to A, we add to φT one clause
EL+ 2sat(ai ) in the form

p[C1 ] ∧ ... ∧ p[Ck ] → p[D]
p[C] → p[∃r.D]
p[∃r.C] → p[D]

k≥1

(5)
(6)
(7)

respectively. Notice that (5)-(7) are Horn clauses. It follows straightforwardly
that C vT D if and only if the Horn formula φT ∧ p[C] ∧ ¬p[D] is unsatisable,
for every pair of concepts C , D in PCT . In fact, by construction, the clause
p[C] → p[D] is in φT if and only if C vT D. Notice that φT is polynomial wrt.
the size of T , since the algorithm of 2.1 terminates after a polynomial number
of rule applications.
A more compact encoding is possible since we notice that the rst two completion rules in Table 2 (which we call propositional completion rules hereafter)
correspond to purely-propositional inference steps. Thus, we can omit adding to
φT the clauses encoding assertions deriving from propositional completion rules,
because these clauses are entailed by the clauses encoding the promises of the
rules. Thus, as before, C vT D if and only if φT ∧p[C] ∧¬p[D] is unsatisable. In
order to maximize the reduction in size, in the classication algorithm of 2.1 one
can adopt a heuristic strategy of applying propositional completion rules rst: if
one assertion can be derived both from a propositional and a non-propositional
rule, the rst is applied, and no clause is added to φT .
Once φT has been generated, in order to perform concept subsumption
we exploit the techniques of conict-driven SAT solving under assumptions
described in 2.2: once φT is parsed and DPLL is initialized, each subsumption query Ci vT Di corresponds to solving φT under the assumption list
def
Li = {¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] }. This corresponds to one single run of bcp, whose cost
depends linearly only on the clauses where the unit-propagated literals occur.
1

We do not encode axioms in the form C v C and C v > because they generate
valid clauses p[C] → p[C] and p[C] → >.

In practice, if the basic encoding was used, or if Ci vT Di has been inferred
by means of a non-propositional rule, then φT contains the clause p[Ci ] → p[Di ] ,
so that bcp stops as soon as ¬p[Di ] and p[Ci ] are unit-propagated; if instead the
more compact encoding was used and Ci vT Di has been inferred by means
of a (chain of) propositional rule(s), then bcp stops as soon as the literals involved in this chain have been unit-propagated. Thus, in both cases, each query
is instantaneous even for a huge φT .

3.2 Computing single and all MinAs via Conict Analysis
We consider the general problem of generating MinAs. We build another Horn
propositional formula φall
T representing the complete classication DAG of the
input normalized ontology T . 2 The size of φall
T is polynomial wrt. that of T .

Building the formula φall
T . For every normalized concept X in NCT we in-

troduce one fresh Boolean variable p[X] . We initially set φall
T to the empty set of
clauses. Then we run an extended version of the classication algorithm of 2.1:
1. for every RI axiom ai we introduce a fresh selector variable s[ai ] ; for every
GCI axiom ai in the form C v C or C v >, s[ai ] is the true constant >;
2. for every non-trivial GCI axiom ai we add to φall
T a clause in the form

s[ai ] → EL+ 2sat(ai )

(8)

s.t. s[ai ] is a fresh selector variable and EL+ 2sat(ai ) is the clause encoding
ai , as in (5)-(7);
3. for every application of a rule (namely r) generating some assertion (namely
ai ) which was not yet present in A (and thus adding ai to A), we add to
φall
T a clause (8) and a clause in the form

(

^

s[aj ] ) → s[ai ]

(9)

aj ∈ant(ai ,r)

s.t. s[ai ] is a fresh selector variable and ant(ai , r) are the antecedents of ai
wrt. rule r (that is, the assertions and the RI or GCI axiom in the left and
central columns of Table 2 for rule r respectively);
4. for every application of a rule (namely r) generating some assertion (namely
ai ) which was already present in A (and thus not adding ai to A), we add
to φall
T only a clause in the form (9).
Notice that (8) and (9) are Horn clauses since all EL+ 2sat(ai )'s are Horn clauses.
(We call (8) and (9) assertion clauses and rule clauses respectively.) Notice also
that step 4. is novel wrt. the classication algorithm of 2.1.
2

Here complete means including also the rule applications generating alreadygenerated assertions.

AxiomSet lin-extract-MinADP LL (Concept Ci , Di , AxiomSet T ∗ , formula φall
T )
1.
S = T ∗;
2.
for each axiom aj in T ∗ {
3.
L = {¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] } ∪ {s[ai ] |ai ∈ S \ {aj }};
4.
if (DPLLUnderAssunptions(φall
T ,L) == unsat) {
5.
S = S \ {aj };
6.
} }
7.
return S ;

Fig. 2. SAT-based variant of the linear MinA-extracting algorithm in [6].
It follows
straightforwardly that C vT D if and only if the Horn formula
V
φall
∧
s
of concepts C ,
T
ai ∈T [ai ] ∧ p[C] ∧ ¬p[D] is unsatisable, for every pair V
all
D in PCT . In fact, it is easy to see by construction that φT ∧ ai ∈T s[ai ] is a
conservative extension of φT .
We show that the extended algorithm requires a polynomial amount of steps
wrt. the size of T and that φall
T is polynomial in the size of T . In order to
make the explanation simpler, we assume w.l.o.g that in all axioms in T all u's
and ◦'s are binary, i.e., that 1 ≤ k ≤ 2 in (2) and 1 ≤ n ≤ 2 in (4). 3 Thus,
every rule application has at most three antecedents: one axiom and one or two
assertions. Let A∗ be the nal set of assertions. Then the number of dierent
rule applications on axioms and assertions in A∗ is upper-bounded by |A∗ |2 · |T |.
Thus, it suces to avoid repeating the same rule application more than once
to keep the algorithm and hence the nal size of φall
T  polynomial. This can
be achieved, e.g., with the following strategy: initially all axioms are added to a
queue; at each step an assertion ak is dequeued, and steps 3. or 4. are applied to
all and only the rules applications involving ak and one or two of the previouslydequed axioms/assertions a1 , ..., ak−1 ; the novel assertions ak+j deduced by the
rule application in step 3. are added to the queue. This process ends when the
queue is empty.

Computing one MinA. Once φall
T is generated, in order to compute one

MinA, we can exploit the techniques of conict-driven SAT solving under assumptions described in 2.2. After φall
T is parsed and DPLL is initialized, each
def
query Ci vT Di corresponds to solving φall
T under the assumption list Li =
{¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] } ∪ {s[ai ] |ai ∈ T }. This corresponds to a single run of bcp and one
run of analyze_conflict, whose cost depends linearly only on the clauses where
the unit-propagated literals occur. (Actually, if bcp does not return conflict,
then sat is returned without even performing conict analysis.) As explained
3

This is not restrictive, since, e.g., each GCI axiom in the form C1 u ... u Ck v D in T
can be rewritten into the set {C1 u C2 v C1:2 , C1:2 u C3 v C1:3 , ..., C1:k−1 u Ck v D},
and each RI axiom in the form r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn v s can be rewritten into the set
{r1 ◦ r2 v r1:2 , r1:2 ◦ r3 v r1:3 , ..., r1:n−1 ◦ rn v s}, each C1:i and r1:j being a fresh
concept name and a fresh role name respectively.

def

in 2.2, analyze_conflict produces a conict clause ψTCi∗,Di = p[Di ] ∨ ¬p[Ci ] ∨
W
∗
ai ∈T ∗ ¬s[ai ] s.t. T is an nMinA wrt. Ci vT Di . Intuitively, analyze_conflict
implicitly spans upward the classication sub-DAG rooted in Ci vT Di and having T ∗ as leaf nodes, which contains all and only the nodes of the assertions which
have been used to generate Ci vT Di .
Notice that T ∗ may not be minimal. In order to minimize it, we can apply the
SAT-based variant of the linear minimization algorithm of [6] in Figure 2. (We
all
assume that φall
T has been parsed and DPLL has been initialized, and that φT has
been solved under the assumption list Li above, producing the conict clause
ψTCi∗,Di and hence the nMinA T ∗ ; then lin-extract-MinADP LL (Ci , Di , T ∗ ,
φall
T ) is invoked.) In a nutshell, the algorithm tries to remove one-by-one the axioms aj s in T ∗ , each time checking whether the reduced axiom set S \{aj } is still
such that Ci vS\{aj } Di . As before, each call to DPLLUnderAssunptions requires
only one run of bcp. This schema can be improved as follows: if DPLLUnderAssunptions
performs also conict analysis and returns (the conict clause corresponding to)
an nMinA S 0 s.t. S 0 ⊂ S \ai , then S is assigned to S 0 and all axioms in (S \aj )\S 0
will not be selected in next loops. As an alternative choice, one can implement
instead (a SAT-based version of) the binary-search variant of the minimization
algorithm (see e.g. [7]).
It is important to notice that the formula φall
T is never updated: in order to
check Ci vS\{aj } Di , it suces to drop s[aj ] from the assumption list. The latter
fact makes (the encoding of) the axiom aj useless for bcp to falsify the clause
encoding Ci vT Di , so that DPLLUnderAssunptions returns unsat if and only if
a dierent falsifying chain of unit-propagations can be found, corresponding to
a dierent sequence of rule applications generating Ci vT Di . Notice that this
fact is made possible by step 4. of the encoding, which allows for encoding all
alternative sequences of rule applications generating the same assertions.
We also notice that one straightforward variant to this technique, which is
feasible since typically |T ∗ | ¿ |T |, is to compute another formula φall
T ∗ from
scratch and to feed it to the algorithm of Figure 2 instead of φall
.
T
One very important remark is in order. During pinpointing the only clause of
type (8) in φall
T which is involved in the conict analysis process is s[Ci vT Di ] →
(p[Ci ] → p[Di ] ), which reduces to the unit clause ¬s[Ci vT Di ] after the unitpropagation of the assumption literals ¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] . Thus, one may want to
decouple pinpointing from classication/subsumption, and produce a reduced
all
all
pinpointing-only version of φall
T , namely φT (po) . The encoding of φT (po) works
all
all
like that of φT , except that no clause (8) is added to φT (po) . Thus each query
def

Ci vT Di corresponds to solving φall
T (po) under the assumption list Li = {¬s[Ci vT Di ] }∪
{s[ai ] |ai ∈ T }, so that the algorithm for pinpointing is changed only in the fact
all
that φall
T (po) and {¬s[Ci vT Di ] } are used instead of φT and {¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] } respectively. Thus, w.l.o.g. in the remaining part of this section we will reason using
all
φall
T (po) and {¬s[Ci vT Di ] }. (The same results, however, can be obtained using φT
and {¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] } instead.)

Computing all MinAs. We describe a way of generating all MinAs of Ci vT

Di from φall
T (po) and {¬s[Ci vT Di ] }. (As before, the same results can be obtained
all
if φT and {¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] } are used instead.) In a nutshell, the idea is to assume
{¬s[Ci vT Di ] } and to enumerate all possible minimal truth assignments on the
def
axiom selection variables in PT = {s[axj ] |axj ∈ T } which cause the inconsistency of the formula φall
T (po) . This can be implemented by means of an ad-hoc
variant of the AllSMT technique in [17]. 4 A naive version of this technique is
described as follows.
We consider a propositional CNF formula ϕ on the set of axiom selection variables PT . ϕ is initially set to >. One top-level instance of DPLL (namely DPLL1) is
used to enumerate a complete set of truth assignments {µk }k on the axiom selection variables in PT which satisfy ϕ (that is, a complete set of truth assignments
on PT ). Every time that a novel assignment µk is generated, {¬s[Ci vT Di ] } ∪ µk
is passed to an ad-hoc  T -solver checking whether it causes the inconsistency
of the formula φall
T (po) . If this is the case, then the T -solver returns conflict and
a minimal subset {¬s[Ci vT Di ] } ∪ {s[axj ] |axj ∈ Tk∗ }, s.t. Tk∗ is a MinA, which
W
def
caused such inconsistency. ψk∗ = s[Ci vT Di ] ∨ axj ∈T ∗ ¬s[axj ] is then added to ϕ
k
as a blocking clause and it is used as a conict clause for driving next backjumping step. Otherwise, T -solver returns sat, and DPLL1 can use s[Ci vT Di ] ∨ ¬µk as
a fake conict clause, which is added to ϕ as a blocking clause and is used as
a conict clause for driving next backjumping step. The whole process terminates when backtrack back-jumps to blevel zero. The set of all MinAs Tk∗ are
returned as output.
The T -solver is the procedure for nding one MinA described in the previous
all
paragraph (with φall
T (po) , {¬s[Ci vT Di ] } instead of φT , {¬p[Di ] , p[Ci ] }), using a
second instance of DPLL, namely DPLL2. As before, we assume φall
T (po) is parsed
and DPLL2 is initialized only once, before the whole process starts.
We show that this naive procedure returns all MinAs of Ci vT Di . The
procedure enumerates truth assignments on the variables in PT and checks
whether they cause the inconsistency of the formula φall
T (po) by bcp only. The
search ends when all possible such assignments violate some conict clause (either V
an actual conictWclause or a fake one),
V that is, when we have ¬s[Ci vT Di ] ∧
ϕ ∧ k (s[Ci vT Di ] ∨ axj ∈T ∗ ¬s[axj ] ) ∧ k (s[Ci vT Di ] ∨ ¬µk ) |= ⊥, 5 that is,
V k
V W
k ( axj ∈Tk∗ ¬s[axj ] ) ∧
k ¬µk |= ⊥ since ϕ is >. This means that every total
assignment η on the variables in PT violates some clause in the latter formula:
if η is s.t. ¬s[Ci vDi ] ∧ η ∧ φall
clauses in the
T (po) 6|= ⊥, then η violates one of the
W
form ¬µk , otherwise η violates one of the clauses in the form axj ∈T ∗ ¬s[axj ] .
k

4

5

Notice that AllSMT has been conveived for enumerating all models of a formula.
Here we show that, with some care, it works also for enumerating all counter-models
of the formula.
In general,
an SMT solver which is run on a T -unsatisable formula ϕ stops when
V
ϕ ∧ k ¬ηk |= ⊥, s.t. the ηk s are the T -conict sets returned by the T -solver and
 |= is purely-propositional entailment.

def

Let O be a set of axioms, and let ηO = {s[axi ] |axi ∈ O} ∪ {¬s[axi ] |axi ∈ T \ O}.
If Ci vO Di , then ¬s[Ci vT Di ] ∧ η ∧ φall
T (po) |= ⊥. Thus, ηO violates some clause
W
∗
∗
axj ∈Tk∗ ¬s[axj ] , that is, O ⊇ Tk for some MinA Tk . Thus, this procedure returns
all MinAs of Ci vT Di .
One important improvement to the naive procedure above is that of exploiting early pruning and theory propagation, two well-known techniques from SMT
(see, e.g., [23]). The T -solver can be invoked also on partial assignments µk on
PT : if this causes the unit-propagation of one (or more) ¬s[axj ] s.t. s[axj ] ∈ PT
and s[axj ] is unassigned, then the antecedent clause of ¬s[axj ] can be fed to
analyze_conflict in DPLL2, which returns the clause s[Ci vT Di ] ∨ ¬µ0k s.t.
µ0k ⊆ µk and ¬s[Ci vT Di ] ∧ µ0k causes the propagation of ¬s[axj ] . (As before,
we assume that analyze_conflict uses the Decision Scheme.) Intuitively, this
is equivalent to say that, if ¬s[Ci vT Di ] ∧µk ∧s[axj ] is passed to the T -solver, then
def
it would return conflict and the T -conict clause ψk∗ = s[Ci vT Di ] ∨ ¬µ0k ∨ ¬s[axj ] .
Thus µ0k ∧ s[axi ] represents a non-minimal set of axioms causing the inconsistency of φall
T (po) , which can be further minimized by the algorithm of Figure 2,
as described above.
One problem of the naive procedure above, regardless of early pruning and
theory propagation, is that adding the blocking clause ¬µk to ϕ each time a new
model µk is found may cause an exponential blowup of ϕ. As shown in [17], this
problem can be completely overcome by exploiting conict analysis techniques.
Each time a model µk is found, it is possible to consider ¬µk as a conicting
clause to feed to analyze_conflict and to perform conict-driven backjumping
as if the blocking clause ¬µk belonged to the clause set; importantly, it is not
necessary to add the conicting clause ¬µk to ϕ as a blocking clause, and it is
sucient to keep the conict clause resulting from conict analysis only as long
as it is active in the process. In [17] it is proved that this technique terminates
and allows for enumerating all models. (Notice that the generation of blocking
clauses ψk∗ representing MinAs is not aected, since in this case we add ψk∗ to ϕ
as blocking clause.) The only potential drawback of this technique is that some
models may be found more than once. However, according to the the empirical
evaluation in [17], this events appears to be rare and it has very low impact on
performances, which are much better than those of the naive version. We refer
the reader to [17] for a more detailed explanation.
One remark is in order. The reason why we use two dierent instances of DPLL
is that we must distinguish unit-propagations of negated axiom selection variables ¬s[axi ] on learned clauses from those performed on the clauses in φall
T (po) :
one the one hand, we want to allow the former ones because they prevent exploring the same assignemts more than once; on the other hand, we want to avoid the
latter ones (or to perform them in a controlled way, as explained in the theory
propagation variant) because they may prevent generating some counter-model
of interest.

Computing one MinA using a much smaller formula. Although polynoall
mial, φall
T /φT (po) may be huge for very-big ontologies T like Snomed-CT'09.

For these situations, we propose here a variant of the one-MinA procedure using
one
the much smaller formula φone
T [resp. φT (po) ] (which is an improved SAT-based
version of the simplied one-MinA algorithm of [6]). 6 φone
[resp. φone
T
T (po) ] is comall
all
puted like φT , [resp. φT (po) ], except that step 4. is never performed, so that only
one deduction of each assertion is computed. This is sucient, however, to compute one non-minimal axiom set T ∗ by one run of bcp and analyze_conflict,
as seen before. Since φone
does not represent all deductions of Ci vT Di , we
T
cannot use the algorithm in Figure 2 to minimize it. However, since typically
T ∗ ¿ T , one can cheaply compute φone
T ∗ and run a variant of the algorithm in
Figure 2 in which at each loop a novel formula φone
S\ai is computed and fed to
DPLLUnderAssumptions together with the updated L. One further variant is to
compute instead φall
T ∗ (po) and feed it to the algorithm in Figure 2.

Handling normalization. The normal TBox T def
= {ax1 , ..., axN } can result
def

from normalizing one non-normal one T̂ = {ax
ˆ 1 , ..., ax
ˆ N 0 } by means of the process hinted in 2.1. |T | is O(|T̂ |). Each original axiom ax
ˆ i is converted into a
set of normalized axioms {axi1 , ..., axiki }, and each axiom axiki can be reused in
the conversion of several axioms ax
ˆ j1 , ..., ax
ˆ jkj . In order to handle non-normal
TBoxes T̂ , we adopt one variant of the technique in [6]: for every ax
ˆ i , we add
all
to φall
[resp.
φ
]
the
set
of
clauses
{s
→
s
,
...,
s
→
s[axiki ] },
[ax
]
[ax
]
[ax
]
T
i
i1
i
T (po)
def

and then we use PT̂ = {s[ax
ˆ j1 ] , ..., s[ax
ˆ jkj ] } as the novel set of axiom selector variables for the One-MinA and AllMina algorithms described above. Thus
analyze_conflict nds conict clauses in terms of variables in PT̂ rather than
in PT . (In practice, we treat normalization as the application of a novel kind of
completion rules.) Since PT̂ is typically smaller than PT , this may cause a significant reduction in search for DPLL1 in the AllMinA procedure. (Notice that when
one axj is shared by ax
ˆ j1 , ..., ax
ˆ jkj , the clause set {s[ax
ˆ j1 ] → s[aj ] , ..., s[ax
ˆ jkj ] →
s[aj ] } is equivalent to (s[ax
ˆ j1 ] ∨ ... ∨ s[ax
ˆ jkj ] ) → s[aj ] .) (Hereafter we will call T
the input TBox, no matter whether normal or not.)

4 Discussion
We rst compare our AllMinA-generating technique for EL+ of 3.2 with that
presented in [6]. By comparing the pinpointing formula ΦCi vT Di of [6] (see also
2.1) with φall
T (po) , and by analyzing the way they are built and used, we highlight
the following dierences: (i) ΦCi vT Di is built only on axiom selection variables
def
in PT = {s[axj ] |axj ∈ T }, whilst φall
T (po) is build on all selection variables in
def

PA = {s[aj ] |aj ∈ A} (i.e., of both axioms and inferred assertions); (ii) the size
of ΦCi vT Di and the time to compute it are worst-case exponential in |T | [6],
whilst the size of φall
T (po) and the time to compute it are worst-case polynomial
6

We prefer considering φone
rather the corresponding formula φone
T
T (po) since it ts
better with the removal of transitive clauses described in 3.1.

in |T |; (iii) the algorithm for generating ΦCi vT Di in [6] requires intermediate
logical checks, whilst the algorithm for building φall
T (po) does not; (iv) each MinA
Ci vT Di
is a model of Φ
, whilst it is (the projection to PT of) a counter-model
of φall
T (po) . Moreover, our process can reason directly in terms of (the selector
variables of) the input axioms, no matter whether normal or not.
In accordance with Theorem 5 in [6], also our approach is not output-polynomial,
because in our proposed AllSMT procedure even the enumeration of a polynomial amount of MinAs may require exploring an exponential amount of models.
In our proposed approach, however, the potential exponentiality is completely
relegated to the nal AllSMT search, since the construction of the pinpointing formula is polynomial. Thus we can build φall
T (po) once and then, for each
Ci vT Di of interest, run the AllSMT procedure until either it terminates or a
given timeout is reached: in the latter case, we can collect the MinAs generated
so far. (Notice that the fact that DPLL1 selects positive axiom selection variables
rst tends to anticipate the enumeration of over-constrained assignments wrt.
to that of under-constrained ones, so that it is more likely that counter-models,
and thus MinAs, are enumerated during the rst part of the search.) With the
AllMinA algorithm of [6], instead,it may take an exponential amount of time to
build the pinpointing formula ΦCi vT Di before starting the enumeration of the
MinAs.
As far as the generation of each single MinA of 3.2 is concerned, another
interesting feature of our approach relates to the minimization algorithm of Figure 2: we notice that, once φall
T (po) is generated, in order to evaluate dierent
subsets S \ aj of the axiom sets, it suces to assume dierent selection variables, without modifying the formula, and perform one run of bcp. A similar
discourse holds also if we want to compute one or all MinAs for dierent deduced assertion C1 vT D1 , ..., Cj vT Dj , ....: we do not need recomputing φall
T (po)
each time, we just need assuming each time a dierent axiom selection variable
¬s[C1 vT D1 ] , ..., ¬s[Cj vT Dj ] , ... .

5 Empirical Evaluation
In order to test the feasibility of our approach, we have implemented an earlyprototype version of the procedures of 3 (hereafter referred as EL+ SAT) which
does not yet include all optimizations described here and in [27], and we performed a preliminary empirical evaluation of EL+ SAT on the ontologies of
1. The rst four ontologies are available at http://lat.inf.tu-dresden.de/
~meng/toyont.html, whilst Snomed-CT'09 is courtesy of IHTSDO http://
www.ihtsdo.org/. We have implemented EL+ SAT in C++, modifying the code
of the SAT solver MiniSat2.0 070721 [12]. All tests have been run on a biprocessor dual-core machine Intel Xeon 3.00GHz with 4GB RAM on Linux RedHat
2.6.9-11, except for φone
T (po) of Snomed-CT'09 which is processed on a biprocessor quad-core machine Intel Xeon 2.66 GHz with 16 GB RAM on Debian
Linux 2.6.18-6-amd64. EL+ SAT is available from http://disi.unitn.it/
~rseba/elsat/.

Ontology
# of prim. concepts
# of orig. axioms
# of norm. axioms
# of role names
# of role axioms
Size (var#|clause#)
φT
φone
T
φall
T (po)
Encode time
φT
φone
T
φall
T (po)
Load time
φT
φone
T
Subsumption (av. on 105 )
φT
φone
T
nM inA φone
(av. on 5000)
T
M inA φone
(av. on 100)
T
− Load time
− Extract time
− DP LL Search time
M inA φall
T (po) (av. on 100)
− Load time
− DP LL Search time
AllM inA φall
T (po) (on 30)
− 50% #M inA/time
− 90% #M inA/time
− 100% #M inA/time

notGalen GeneOnt.

2748
4379
8740
413
442

20465
20466
29897
1
1

NCI fullGalen Snomed'09

27652
46800
46800
0
0

23135
36544
81340
949
1014

310075
310025
857459
62
12

5.4e3|1.8e4 2.2e4|4.2e4 3.2e4|4.7e4 4.8e4|7.3e5 5.3e5|8.4e6
2.3e4|2.7e4 5.5e4|5.4e4 7.8e4|4.7e4 7.3e5|1.4e6 8.4e6|1.6e7
1.7e5|2.2e5 2.1e5|2.6e5 2.9e5|3.0e5 5.3e6|1.2e7 2.6e7|8.4e7
0.65
2.06
1.17

2.58
4.15
1.56

2.98
6.19
2.37

35.28
68.94
178.41

3753.04
4069.84
198476.59

0.11
0.18

0.37
0.55

1.01
1.17

1.93
5.95

21.16
59.88

0.00002
0.00003
0.00012

0.00002
0.00002
0.00027

0.00003
0.00003
0.00042

0.00003
0.00004
0.00369

0.00004
0.00008
0.05938

0.175
0.066
0.004

0.387
0.082
0.004

0.694
0.214
0.002

6.443
0.303
0.010

63.324
3.280
0.093

1.061
0.023

1.385
0.027

1.370
0.036

39.551
0.331

150.697
0.351

1/1.50
2/1.59
2/1.64

1/1.76
4/2.11
8/2.79

4/1.79
6/1.86
9/2.89

3/53.40
9/63.61
15/150.95

15/274.70
32/493.61
40/588.33

Table 3.  XeN  is  X · 10N . CPU times are in seconds.
The results of the evaluation are presented in Table 3. The rst block reports
the data of each ontology. The second and third blocks report respectively the
size of the encoded formula, in terms of variable and clause number, and the CPU
time taken to compute them. The fourth block reports the time taken to load
the formulas and to initialize DPLL. The fth block reports the average time (on
100000 sample queries) required by computing subsumptions. (Notice that φT
and φone
must be loaded and DPLL must be initialized only once for all queries.)
T
The sixth block reports the same data for the computation of one MinA, on
5000 sample queries. (Loading times are the same as above.) The seventh block
reports the average times on 100 samples required to compute one MinA with
one
one
φone
T , which computes the sequence of formulas φT ,..., φS\ai ,... (In order not to
distinguish the loading time of the rst formula with that of all the others, we

report the sum the loading times; the process of loading of the rst φone
can be
T
shared by dierent samples.) The eighth block reports the average times on 100
samples required to compute one MinA with φall
T (po) . The ninth block reports the
results (50th, 90th and 100th percentiles) of running the AllMinA procedure on
10 samples, each with a timeout of 1000s (loading included), and counting the
number of MinAs generated and the time taken until the last MinA is generated.
Notice that, although huge, a Horn formula of up to 108 clauses is at the reach
of a SAT solver like MiniSAT (e.g., in [25,26] we handled non-Horn formulas of
3.5 · 107 clauses).
Although still very preliminary, there empirical results allow us to notice a few
facts: (i) once the formulas are loaded, concept subsumption and computation of
nMinAs are instantaneous, even with very-big formulas φT and φone
T ; (ii) in the
computation of single MinAs, with both techniques, DPLL search times are very
low or even negligible: most time is taken by loading the main formula (which
can be performed only once for all) and by extracting the information from
intermediate results. Notice that EL+ SAT succeeded in computing some MinAs
even with the huge ontology Snomed-CT'09; (iii) although not terminating
within a timeout of 1000s, the AllMinA procedure allowed for enumerating a
set of MinAs. Remarkably, all MinAs are all found in the very rst part of the
search, as expected. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only implemented
procedure for AllMinA computation which is available.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
The current implementation of EL+ SAT is still very naive to many extents. We
plan to implement an optimized version of EL+ SAT, including all techniques and
optimizations presented here and in [27]. (We plan to investigate and implement
also (a SAT-based versions of) the techniques based on reachability modules of
[7].) Then we plan to perform a very-extensive empirical analysis of the optimized tools, We also plan to implement a user-friendly GUI for EL+ SAT so
that to make it usable by domain experts. Research-wise, we plan to investigate
alternative sets of completion rules, which may be more suitable for producing
smaller φall
T (po) formulas, and to extend our techniques to richer logics.

7 Related Work
The EL family of description logics has beed deeply investigated in [1,4,20,2],
whilst the problem of axiom pinpointing in the EL family and in more expressive
logics has been investigated in [6,5,8,7]. Another related problem is that of evaluating the logical dierence between two versions of the same ontologies, which
has been addressed in [16].
In the past SAT technology has been used as workhorse power for automated
reasoning in modal and description logics, mainly of the logics Km /ALC : in a
lazy approach [15,13,14] a SAT solver is used instead of propositional tableau

rules in order to handle the propositional component of reasoning, whilst in
an eager approach [25,26] the whole problem is encoded into a propositional
formula, which is fed to a SAT solver. (See [22,24] for an overview.)
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